This paper investigates the possibility of a Central Pattern Generator (CPG) method in the domain of bipedal robotic locomotion. We extend our previous work on creating several motion phases in running and walking movements to changing the robot's walking speed easily and precisely within a wide speed range. The proposed method used our hybrid CPG (H-CPG) model basically. This model consisted of a rhythm generator with CPG, a force controller for a leg and an attitude controller. Then this model was added a modulation mechanism for acting forces from a tip of a support leg to the floor and the walking stride length, using a velocity feedback loop. Numerical simulation results show the effectiveness of the proposed method for realizing precise control of the locomotion speed in both backward and forward walking.
Introduction
Many studies have been done to realize bipedal robots which were able to do active dynamic walking and running. Mainly, two methods have been studied so far. One is a Zero Moment Point (ZMP) method which was used in many real bipedal robot systems [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] , for example ASIMO [2] . The other is so-called Central Pattern Generator (CPG) which is able to create agile locomotion for legged robots [6] [7] [8] . And CPG has several advantages comparing with a ZMP method. For example, CPG automatically generates effective energy-dependent walking patterns using the gravity influence. Also, CPG can create agile locomotion without the desired timedependent trajectory of joint angles beforehand. Therefore, CPG still plays an important role for control of a bipedal walking robot in unstructured environment, and we will focus on CPG in this paper. In previous work, we proposed a hybrid CPG (H-CPG) control method. This model consisted of a rhythm generator with CPG, a force controller for a leg and an attitude controller. This method realized a bipedal robot system which was able to do four kinds of motion patterns, that is, stepping, walking, jumping and running for unknown environmental conditions, including a slope and stairs [9, 10] . But in H-CPG, the walking speed was controlled by an open loop method. So, unlike ASIMO, precise velocity control of a robot was not realized yet.
In this paper, we will extend our H-CPG method to precise velocity control using a modulation mechanism with a closed loop of the walking velocity. This mechanism controls the robot velocity by adding the regulated command to a CPG model or its output. For this regulation, the mechanism controls forces acting from a support leg to the floor and the walking stride length, using a closed loop consisted of the desired and current robot velocity. Some simulation results show that a robot can realize precise locomotion catching up with the desired velocity in both the backward and forward walking motion. Figure 1 shows our control target named KAAL(Kantogakuin Active Artificial Legs) which was developed by our group [9] . This experimental setup consists of a bipedal robot (approximately 1 m in height and 30 kg in weight), support frames limiting the robot motion in the sagital plane and a treadmill. Artificial legs were used for robot mechanisms because they had structural strength for dynamic running sufficiently and suitable mechanisms to restrict opposite bending of a knee like a human being. One leg has hip and knee joints. DC servo motors were used for hip joints and air cylinders for knee joints. Ankle joints are locked and have no actuators.
Model of Control Target

Modulation Mechanism
Simulation Model
In this paper, we applied the dynamic equation proposed by Taga [7] to simulation models.
The bipedal robot system consists of an interconnected chain of rigid links, as shown in Figure 2 . A leg has a joint at a hip and a knee, but does not have a joint at an ankle. The model is limited to move in the sagittal plane. X i and Y i are inertial coordinates of each mass, θ i denotes a joint angle, Fg i denotes a reflecting force from the floor in the horizontal and vertical directions, m i is mass at each mass 
H-CPG Control
In this paper, Our H-CPG controller [9] is basically used in order to create agile locomotion for a legged robot. H-CPG consists of a rhythm generator, a force controller and an attitude controller. A rhythm generator generates rhythmical motion of a bipedal robot using CPG. A force controller works to create different behavior by controlling forces acting from a leg to the floor, for example, walking behavior and stepping behavior. An attitude controller is used for controlling absolute attitude of two thighs to be vertical. The control input from H-CPG is calculated by the following equation:
.
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Calculation results of equation (1) are used in a local PD feedback loop at each joint as a desired angle.
Rhythm Generator
Figure 2. Bipedal robot model
A rhythm generator generates rhythmical motion of a bipedal robot. Basically, we used CPG models proposed by Matsuoka [11] and Taga [7] . A neural rhythm generator consists of four unit oscillators for bipedal locomotion constructed as shown in Figure 3 . One unit oscillator has two neural oscillators. These unit oscillators have inhibitory connections. Each unit oscillator generates an input for each joint. The two neurons in each unit oscillator alternately generate inputs in opposite directions, that is, the directions of contraction of flexor and extensor muscles.
Each neural oscillator is interconnected with other oscillators by inhibitory connections. The connections between hip unit oscillators on the opposite side generate alternate excitations to give the alternation between the movements of right and left legs.
To generate relative phases appropriately in ipsilateral joints, the appropriate interconnections between unit oscillators on the ipsilateral side are selected in some way. In this model, the extensor neuron of the knee unit oscillator is excited, when that of the hip unit oscillator is excited and the foot is going to leave from the floor. On the other hand, the flexor neuron of the knee unit oscillator is excited when the foot is going to touch the floor. The rhythm generator is modeled by the following differential equations:
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where u i is the inner state of the ith neuron, y i is the output of the ith neuron, ν i is a variable representing the degree of the adaptation or self-inhibition effect of the ith neuron, u 0i is an external input with a constant rate, and w ij is a connecting weight, respectively. Feed i is a feedback signal from robot sensors. i t and i t ¢ denote time constants of the inner state and the adaptation effect. The frequency of the knee unit oscillator is selected to be twice that of the hip unit oscillator. The frequency of the hip unit oscillator is selected to be slightly slower than the characteristic frequency of a damped pendulum as a straight leg without the knee joint.
Then, the output T CPG from a rhythm generator in equation (1) is given by:
,
, (knee / right)
, (knee / left) (10) where P h f , P h e , P k e , P k f are control gains.
Modulation Mechanism
In this paper, we will propose to introduce a modulation mechanism instead of a force controller in H-CPG, which realizes precise velocity control in a bipedal robot system. The output T F of this mechanism is given by the following equations:
where J T is a transposed Jacobian matrix which is obtained by kinematic relations between the foot position from the hip and each joint angle. Fc denotes the acting force from a leg to the floor in support phase. Fv is the virtual force acting to a tip of a leg in swing phase. In order to control the walking speed, a driving force of a robot is modulated by Fc through a support phase. Also, the stride length is changed appropriately by Fv. Fc and Fv are obtained by:
where Fgx and Fgy denote reflecting forces from the floor in X and Y directions. Fgxd and Fgyd are desired forces at a tip of a supporting leg in each direction. x m , y m , x and y denote target and current positions of a leg's tip in a swing phase, respectively. k 1 is a force gain and k 2 is a virtual spring constant. H(x)=1 when x is positive, that is, when a leg touches the floor, and H(x)=0 in other conditions. In this study, we will modulate Fgxd appropriately using a closed loop of the desired and current walking velocity. Because Fgxd is the most effective parameter for the precise and stable velocity control. Fgxd is calculated using the following recursive equation in real-time,
m x 1  is the desired walking velocity and 1 x  is the current velocity. e denotes an absolute error comparing the desired speed with current one. d is a weight coefficient with a parameter e. G(x)=1 for positive x, and G(x)=-1 for others. In previous H-CPG, the first term concerning with Fgxd and Fgyd in equation (12) was used for T F in equation (1), and constant value was set considering only the desired velocity. The proposed modulation mechanism realizes precise velocity control, but in the case of high speed walking, the motion gets out of rhythmical patterns. Because we use fixed structures and parameters in CPG, large value of output from the modulation mechanism influences CPG output in order to realize high speed walking. On the other hand, Taga showed that a robot was able to control its walking and running velocity by changing an external input u 0 in CPG only for the high speed motion [7] . Therefore, we considered that regulating u 0 in real-time was effective to realize more precise velocity control with rhythmical patterns in high speed walking. u 0 is modified in high speed walking as follows, also using a closed loop:
where s denotes a weight coefficient.
Attitude Controller
This controller generates bias inputs for controlling absolute attitude of two thighs to be vertical. Using the conventional PD feedback method, inputs are calculated by:
, (i=5,6)
where g j , g k , g l and g m are control gains. 
Numerical Simulations
The validity of the proposed method is demonstrated by numerical simulations. We have to calculate two kinds of dynamics, that is, dynamics for neural oscillators and motion of a bipedal robot. These equations were implemented in C language using the fourth-order RungeKutta method for integration with interval of 2×10 -4 s. Considering the size of the control target in Figure 1 , the numerical data used in simulations are summarized as follows;link length l 1 The control accuracy depends on weight coefficients d and s in equations (14) and (15), and control gains in equations (7)- (10) . These parameters were obtained by try and error. In simulations, we considered the following three cases. First, a robot walking at 0.2 m/s reduces its desired speed to -0.2 m/s. In the second case, a robot walking at 0.2 m/s increases it to 0.6 m/s. These two cases are locomotion in a low speed range. On the other hand, the last one is the case of high speed walking. A robot walking at 1.2 m/s increases its speed to 1.6 m/s. In simulations, we will show results from 2 s after CPG becomes stationary state. In Figures, velocity data means average speed of a robot. Stick figures show data within 1 s interval for the first case, and 0.5 s for others. Table 1 shows parameters used in the case of reduction in a low speed range. Figure 4 shows the simulation results of the desired and current velocity of a robot versus time and Figure 5 shows the stick diagram. Control gains in a rhythm generator were determined so that a robot realized stable and rhythmical locomotion. The weight coefficient d in equation (14) was set as the equation shown in Table  1 . In order to catch up with the desired speed quickly, the quadratic function concerning with absolute error e was selected. By this function, a more large driving force is added to a robot when the velocity error becomes big. Especially, when the desired velocity changes, a robot can catch up with it and keep stable locomotion quickly.
Results
Reduction in a Low Speed Range
In Figure 4 , first, a robot was added the desired speed of 0.2 m/s till 7 s. We can see that a robot caught up with a desired speed well. The maximum velocity error was 0.036, and precise and stable control was realized. Next, the desired velocity changed to 0 m/s at 7 s and it was kept till 12 s. Here, 0 m/s means stepping behavior. A robot created stepping behavior and still realized precise velocity control in this case. The velocity error was 0.076. Then the desired velocity went to -0.2 m/s at 12 s and a robot was demanded backward walking. Figures 4 and 5 showed that stable backward walking was also realized. The error was the same as the case of 0 m/s.
These results show that the proposed modulation mechanism works well in the case of velocity reduction. Also, H-CPG which used basically here was able to generate three kinds of motion, that is, stepping behavior, forward and backward walking behavior. The method of changing a driving force precisely with the velocity error in real time is effective for accurate velocity control.
Increase in a Low Speed Range
Next, increase in a low speed range was simulated. Table  2 shows parameters which were set in this case. Figure 6 shows the simulation results of the desired and current velocity of a robot versus time and Figure 7 shows the stick diagram. Control gains in a rhythm generator were set as the same as Table 1 . In this case, the weight coefficient d was calculated by the equation shown in Table 2 . In order to catch up with the desired speed quickly, a quadratic function was also selected, but parameters were different only for forward walking. In Figure 6 , first, a robot was added the desired speed of 0.2 m/s till 7 s. The maximum velocity error was 0.051. Next, the desired velocity was changed up to 0.4 m/s at 7 s. The velocity error became 0.053. Then the desired velocity was set to 0.6 m/s at 12 s and the error was 0.058.
Increase in a High Speed Range
The last simulation is the case of walking motion in a high speed range. Table 3 shows parameters used in this case. Figure 8 shows the simulation results of the desired and current velocity of a robot versus time and Figure 9 shows the stick diagram. In Figure 8 , a robot was walking with the desired speed of 1.2 m/s till 7 s. Then the desired speed was changed up to 1.6 m/s. The maximum error was 0.52 at 1.2 m/s, 1.04 at 1.4 m/s and 0.93 at 1.6 m/s. The error especially became large at the moment of changing the desired speed. Because the driving force at changing walking speed seems to be large disturbance for CPG.
Even though the error became big at the change of the desired velocity, a robot caught up with the desired speed soon. We can see in Figures 8 and 9 that stable walking was still realized in a high speed range. But we have to reduce this error further.
In order to compare with results of the proposed method, the simulation using our previous H-CPG model was done. Table 4 shows parameters used in this case. Only the value of Fgxd was changed three times according to the change of the desired velocity. Figure 10 shows the simulation results of the desired and current velocity of a robot versus time and Figure 11 shows the stick diagram. The motion gets out of rhythmical patterns according to the change of the desired velocity and a robot fell down at 1.6 m/s as shown in Figure 11 . From above results and observations, it is shown that more precise and stable control of the walking velocity has been realized by the proposed modulation mechanism. 
Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed a method to realize precise and stable control of the walking velocity in a bipedal robot applying the modulation mechanism to H-CPG. Also, the validity of the modulation law has been numerically examined by computer simulations. We are now improving our experimental setup. After that, we will investigate the effectiveness of our method by experiments.
